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Pherox
DMF -9-Electric
SLASH008
06.09.2010
12“, mp3, wav
Techno, House

Tracklist:
A1
A2
B1
B2

Road Days
Rude Vox
Shelter (John Daly Remix)
Shelter

07:22 min
06:44 min
07:18 min
07:26 min

Info:
We are proud to present the next thrilling release by co-owner PHEROX on Slash!
Tim’s second EP named DMF-9-Electric is a mixture of deep soulful and floor shaking electronic
music. We call it the gentle side of techno; no wonder that one of the hottest artists in this scene
JOHN DALY delivers a cracking Remix to this 4-Track EP.
Let`s start with the first track „Road Days“ which is dominated by deep rolling basses and floating
voices creating a hi-tech energy peak time track . Once you get the sudden effect of it, it’s gonna
reveal the true freak in you, give it a try!
The other title on the A-Side called „Rude Vox“ is a dark dream of liberty and a long voyage into the
night. It’s clothed in moonlight and restless in wanting where the voices of children paired with
strings; a ghost precedes us, a shadow follows us - each time we stop – we fall.
The B-side starts with John Daly’s Rework on the track „Shelter“. The Remix is a dark miracle of shiny
blackness which has his own magic; while the sun sinks low, an H-Bomb in reverse. John takes the
key parts from the Original track and raises them into a new context. Techno-Soul in its purest form.
We, for one, are in ecstasy enthralled. Can we convince you to smile?
The whole EP ends up with the original one from Pherox. The circular beat of „Shelter“ with it’s
loaded flashy effects will heat up any dance floor for sure. Boys and girls: It’s getting hot in here so
take off all your … or just keep doing whatever you want!

Artwork by Nadia Cortelesi
Written & Produced by Tim Querengaesser
Additional Work on the Remix by John Daly
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Some feedbacks:
Luciano (Cadenza)
downloaded thank you will listen to it .. thanks for the music .L
Troy Pierce (Minus)
cool tracks, first two are my faves.
Alex Smoke (Hum+Haw, Vakant, Soma)
Rude Vox is the one for me. will be playing for sure. Thanks.
Lee Curtiss
Solid ep, very nice remix from John Daly, will be playing!
Barem
Very intersting EP! Really really good !!
Audiofly (Supernature)
will pass download to Audiofly
Jeremy P. Caulfield (Church of Dumb-Unit )
All Tracks are super hot .. Pherox is the one to Watch this year ..!
Dan Drastic (Moon Harbour Recordings)
nice totally love the ep
Okain (Tsuba / Quartz )
Love the ep. John remix and Road days are my favs
Ekkohaus (liebe*detail)
Road days and the incredible John Daly are the highlights.....Shelter has that "Days of Pearley Spencer" feel to
it.....haunting.....thanx...EKko....
Daniel Sanchez
Great release, will play!!!
Agaric (We Are)
Good stuff as always!
Ahmet Sisman
i think its the best release from Pherox so far and the John Daly remix is adding a different flavour to the whole EP. 5 stars
for this release !!!
Arnaud Le Texier (Safari Electronique)
John daily is class as usual!!! great
Fabrizio Maurizi (Minus)
Awesome job by Pherox...this guy is killing!..all tracks are definitely for me and the remix is superb... Full of Grace
Julietta (Harry Klein)
stunning john daly remix! the originals are also nice...
(Resident Advisor, Cacophonous Bling Blog)
Lovely bottom end and full, capacious sound. This is, for want of a better expression, tech-house heaven. J Daly's mix is the
one that most instantly grabs me, but everyone's a winner on this release. Great stuff!
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Christereo (Halfstereo / Dinamo.fm)
John Daly's version is my favorite and also Rude Vox is a real good work. All different and fresh. Full support.
Ingo Gansera (Dumb-Unit / Exercise One)
Strong Ep ! Tim is git his groove worked out and the remix adds an extra twist to the record. Will play.
Franco Cazzola (Carnival Records)
Shelter orig. is the one for me, thanks nice release! Support from Carnival Records - Torino
Pierre (Fuse Club / Lessizmore)
Strong release !
PATRICK BATEMAN (TIC TAC TOE)
Rude Vox and the remix for me!
Paco Osuna (Mindshake / Plus 8)
nice tune thanks
Someone Else (Foundsound)
shelter is dope.
Kabale und Liebe (Soweso Rec. / Remote Area)
nice ep shelter is my fav tnx
Koba
Very nice record!! Rude Vox & John Daly!!
Tolga Fidan and the zulu nations
niceeeeeeee!!!
Shaun Soomro (Lick My Deck)
Cool release. Rude Vox & Shelter John Daly remix do it for me !
Sebastian Wilck (Watergate)
rude vox is pretty nice! strong bassline. will play thanks
Frank Haag
Rude Vox is together with Atletico one of the best tracks of Pherox. Love the choir... Will chart no1. Thanks.
Marcus Sur (HIGHGRADE / TRAPEZ / MBF)
rude vox is great. i will play it.
lula circus (resopal, acker)
lovin all original mixes..will try them out!
Chris Carrier (Catwash)
Downloaded thanks
Sante (Souvenir / Rekids)
NICE FULL SUPPORT
Mr.Statik (BPitch Control)
Really well rounded ep, will give all a spin but the ones that stand out are Road days and Daly's deep rework!
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Anthony Collins (Freak N Chic)
daly remix is great
Dubfire (Sci+Tec)
downloading for dubfire thanks
canary fontaine
cool stuff..strong.willl play..cheers
Onirik (EssentialReload, Mean, Serialism, Exstatic Sounds)
Nice release! Rude Vox and John Daly's Remix my favs.
cesare vs disorder
originals are great, will play/chart, good work!thanks
Hugo (Systematic)
road days is my fav. cool.
Marco Carola
great track!
Alexi Delano (Plus8)
Nice, will play for sure!
Jorge Savoretti (Esperanza)
rude box + great remix! will play
Alejandro Vivanco (Cadenza,Leena,Supernature,Fumakilla)
i like shelter remix of john daly ;) i will play it !
Mihalis Safras
danke ..wird gespielt!
Alland Byallo (Liebe*Detail, Dirt Crew, Missive)
Woah! John's remix of Shelter is DOOOOOPE! Rude Vox will get some solid play here too. Nice!
Nico Purman
sounds strong! i can hear the jodeci sample freekin u, i will play, sorry to downloaded so late!john daly remix is super good.
Riyaz Khan (DIVERSIONS )
super release - SHELTER (original) is my fave of the lot here
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